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Abstract

As the speed and power of modem digital computers continues to advance, the demands

on secondary mass storage systems grow. In many cases, the limitations of existing mass

storage reduce the overall effectiveness of the computing system. Image storage and

retrieval is one important area where improved storage technologies are required. Three-

dimensional optical memories offer the advantage of large data density (on the order of 1

Tb/cm 3) and faster transfer rates because of the parallel nature of optical recording. Such

a system allows for the storage of multiple-Gbit sized images, which can be recorded and

accessed at reasonable rates. Rome Laboratory is currently investigating several

techniques to perform three-dimensional optical storage including holographic recording,

two-photon recording, persistent spectral-hole burning, multi-wavelength DNA recording,

and the use of bacteriorhodopsin as a recording material. In this paper, the current status

of each of these on-going efforts is discussed. In particular, the potential payoffs as well

as possible limitations are addressed.

1.0 Introduction

The national security requirements of the United States have undergone fundamental

changes in just a few short years. The cold war and incumbent strategic threats have

given way to new Third World threats and regional conflicts. In order to achieve Global

Awareness and, if necessary, implement Dynamic Planning and Execution, vast amounts

of information must be collected, stored, processed, and disseminated through an

interoperable Command, Control, Communications, Computing, and Intelligence (C4I)

architecture.

Air Force C4I systems must effectively store, retrieve, and manage massive amounts of

digital data. Optoelectronic and massively parallel computing demands multi-terabit

memories and near real-time write and retrieval rates. Current Air Force systems range

from centralized Terabyte and Petabyte storage comprised of large objects (images) to
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distributedheterogeneousdatabasesthat contain many small and largeobjects (open
sourcedatabases).Although technologiesfor storage,processing,and transmissionare
rapidly advancingto support centralizedand distributed databaseapplications,more
researchisneededto handlemassivedatabasesefficiently and achievethe Air Forcegoal
of "InformationDominance".

Our goalis to retaindatafor potential future analysisin a cost-effectivemanner. The
more relevantdatawould remainon-line, say for five years, organizedwith the most
relevantdataaccessiblein the leastamountof time. It is expectedthat 2 to 5 Terabytes
of new datawill beprocessedeachday. Thusthetotal sizeof thedatabase(both on-line
andoff-line) couldbeas largeas20 Petabyteswith about300 Terabytesof datastored
on-line. It becomesapparentthat new storagedevices(primary, secondaryand,even,
tertiary) for largemultimediadatabases,as well as data pathways with the required
capacity,mustbedeveloped.Accesstime is about 5 secondsfor the data less thana
weekold,about30 secondsfor dataundertwo monthsold, andon the orderof minutes
for thedataup to 10yearsold.

Over the years, RomeLaboratoryhasnurtureda comprehensiveprogram, developing
revolutionarynewstoragetechniquesthatmeet the variousdemandsfor datastorageand
retrieval. Our group is currently investigatingvariousapproachesto ultra dense,highly
parallelthree-dimensionalopticalmemorystoragesystems.This articletracesthe recent
history of optical datastorageand updatesthe status of RomeLaboratory's research
effortsin this field.

In themid-1970sandearly 1980sopticalstoragereachedthe consumermarket. Industry
giantslike RCA andPhilips developedandmarketedplaybackdevicesand largeformat
"laser disks" for homemovieviewing.While laserdisks nevergenerateda large,broad-
streamconsumermarket(VCR is still thedominanttechnologyfor homemovieviewing),
compactdisks (CDs) arenow the primary meansof distributing and listeningto high-
fidelity music.The introduction of laserdiodedevicesmadecompactdisk systems a
viableconsumerproduct. Laserdiodesoperatingwithin the near-IR(infrared)spectrum
allowed l gin embossedpits to be easily detected. The new laser technology, in
combinationwith powerful error detectingand correctingcodes,enabledSONY and
Philipsto introducethe first CD audioproductadecadeago.

Betteropticalmedia,morepowerfullaserdiodes,andvery precise,low-massoptics have
propelled optical disk technologyto a practical, powerful system[I-3]. The next-
generationdeviceintroducedin the mid-1980sprovideda flexiblewrite-once,read-many
(WORM) capability. Thisenabledend-usersto recordandplaybackcomputerdatafrom
thesamedrive. RomeLaboratoryhascontinuedto sponsor.work in this areato further
exploit the benefitsof new storagetechnology. An early RomeLaboratoryprototype
usedan argonlaserto recordand playbackdigital data from a 12.5-inchplastic-based
optical disk. Further investmentled to the delivery in 1982of a large-capacityoptical
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jukebox for satelliteimagerystorageandretrievalapplications. Thejukeboxholds 100
WORM disksthat providea storagecapacityof oneTerabyte.

Thethird generationopticaldisk, today'srewritablesystems,offer record,playback,and
erasecapability. Thesemagneto-optical(MO) disksarecomposedof arare-earthalloy
andtransitionmaterials,which often includeterbium, iron, andcobaltelements. Optical
disk storageis playing a largerrole in massdatastoragefor manymilitary applications;
particularly, thoseapplicationsthat requirereliable operation underharsh operational
environments.Commercially,MO diskdriveshavealsomadeanimpacton themarket.

Presentdevicesstoreone-dimensional(serial) information in a two-dimensionalplane.
Three-dimensionalmemory devices store two-dimensional information (bit planes)
throughouta volume. A 3-D memory is, therefore,a singlememoryunit wherethree
independentcoordinatesspecifythe locationof information. 3-D memoriesaregenerally
classifiedasbit-plane-orientedandholographic.Bit-oriented3-D memories,whereeach
bit occupiesa specificlocation in 3-D space,differ significantly from 3-D holographic
memories.With holographicmemoriesthe information associatedwith stored bits is
distributed throughoutthe memory space. Bit-oriented 3-D memoriesgenerallyuse
amplituderecordingmediawhileholographicmemoriesusephaserecordingmedia. In bit-
oriented3-D memories,the coordinatesthat specify the locationof informationcanbe
spatial,spectral,or temporal,givingrise to a variety of 3-D memoryconceptsthat use
differentmaterialswith variousproperties. For example,materialsthat exhibit2-photon
absorptionarethebasisfor truevolumememories,while materialswhereinspectralholes
canbe burned,provide a storagemedium for spectral/spatialstorage. In addition,
materialsthat exhibit the photon-echoeffect could, in principle, leadto temporal/spatial
storage.

In 3-D memory,informationis partitionedin binary planesthat arestackedin the third
dimension. Onememoryoperationis performedon the entirebit plane,givingrise to a
tremendousmemorybandwidth increaseoverconventional2-D bit-orientedmemories.

Also,by storinginformationin volumetricmedia,wecanachievevery highdensity (1012

bits/cm3). High-speedreadingand writing of an entire memory plane then becomes
feasible.Theseconsiderationsmake3-D memoryvery compatiblewith emerging,highly
integratedparallelarrayprocessorsandoptoelectronicmultiprocessors.

In this paper, we discuss the current status of our ongoing efforts in several areas of 3-D

memory. Section 2 investigates a variety of 3-D memory storage techniques.

Holographic and two-photon storage methods are discussed in detail. Both system and

material aspects are addressed. In addition, a less involved discussion is given for three

other techniques: Persistent Spectral Hole Burning (PSHB), recording in DNA molecules,

and the use of bacteriorhodopsin (BR) as a storage medium. Finally, in Section 3 a

summary and some conclusions are provided
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2.0 Various three-dimensional recording techniques

2.1 Holographic data storage Holograms for artistic posters and pictures started gaining

popularity in recent years due to the maturation of technologies which produce very

pleasing images. These same technologies provide a potential to store data using

holography, with smaller system sizes but larger data capacity and faster throughput

rates[4-6]. This idea is not new to the data storage world, and dates back to the late 60's,

but was only recently considered practical due to the emergence of improved critical

components such as improved laser diodes, Spatial Light Modulators (SLM), and Charge-

Coupled Device (CCD) detector arrays. Holographic memories also process data in

parallel, affording fast data transfer rates, high storage density, and small physical size.

A hologram is a recording of the amplitude and phase ofa wavefront, which is in contrast

to photography, where only the amplitude of the wave is recorded. A hologram is created,

or written, by the interference of two beams, an object beam and a reference beam, as

shown in Fig. 1. When a hologram is read using one beam, the original wavefront

(amplitude and phase) is reconstructed, as shown in Fig. 2. To create the extremely high

data capacity, data is stored in the same physical space of the media, but is written and

read by multiplexing. Multiplexing is a way of giving each set of data a unique address.

Typical multiplexing methods used for holographic storage are angular, spatial, and phase

multiplexing.

_aobject Beam _ m

Figure 1. System used to record holographic data. A reference beam and object beam are

interfered within the recording medium. The resulting interference pattern is recorded

within the medium.
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Image

Figure 2. System used to read previously recorded holographic data. The reference beam

playback the recorded data. The data is then imaged onto a CCD.

Angular multiplexed holograms, shown in Fig. 3, change the angle of incidence of the

reference beam on the storage medium without changing the location of the area, or spot,

being recorded. This is one method of recording several holograms, or pages of

information, on top of each other in the same location. Figure 4 shows how angular

multiplexing changes the reference beam angles but the recording location does not change.

The schematic diagram shows three collimated beams with different angles of incidence on

the storage medium. Note all three beams stay within a common location. An important

consideration for angular multiplexing systems is the need for sophisticated beam steering

devices, since without it this method can result in some very complex optical paths for

large storage systems.

Object

Beam 1

Reference Beam 2

Figure 3. Basic premise of angle multiplexing. Multiple holograms stored in the same

spot, all recorded with a reference beam at a different angle.
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Device

Recording spot

Figure 4. A system used to perform angular multiplexing. A beam steering device is

used to modulate the angle of incidence of the reference beam.

Phase multiplexing uses reference beams with different phase fronts to write composite

holograms associated with the object beam. Each reference beam consists of a set of plane

waves with a unique phase distribution. This phase distribution represents the address of

the recorded information. Holographic memories using phase multiplexing have the same

data storage capacity as angle multiplexing, but involve different problems generating the

phase codes. We are working with Surface Optics Corporation to develop a compact 3-D

storage system using this method, which will store 26 Gigabytes and have a footprint of

one square foot for the entire system.

Spatial multiplexing is a method used to change the recording spot location to a different

location in the medium. In volume holography, holograms recorded on top of each other

will ultimately reach saturation of the recording medium unless redirected to a different

spot. Spatial multiplexing can be combined with angle or phase multiplexing to increase

the storage capacity of the memory device. Holograms can be stored in one spot up to

their practical limit using angular or phase multiplexing, then the information beams are

redirected to a different spot using spatial multiplexing to fill the next area with the new

pages of information.

Optimizing the number of holograms per spot is the key to finding the best system. The

most successful efforts apply angle and spatial multiplexing. Researchers with the Psaltis

Group at the California Institute of Technology have demonstrated the storage of 160,000

individual holograms in a 2 cm x 2 cm x 4 cm crystal of LiNbO3. The photorefractive

LiNbO3 crystal is thick, and can have a high number of holograms per spot. The

thickness determines the number of holograms that can be stored in a given area of

material before reaching the point where saturation occurs and the data resolution

decreases. The higher the density of data, the lower its resolution. However, thick

holograms require more complex optics for data addressing. Thin holograms cannot store

as much as thick holograms, but can have simpler optics, and therefore a simpler system.

We are funding two efforts with Holoplex, Inc to make data storage systems out of thin

film photopolymer disks. Each of these disks will store 2.8 Terabits, with 17 ms access
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time, andeachdisk canbe recordedin 60 sec.Overall holographicstoragelooks more
reliablethancurrentsolid stateor disk memoriessincethe individualbits of information
are stored collectively throughout a homogeneousrecording medium. Recorded
information is not susceptibleto the samekind of lossesmagneticor magneto-optic
deviceshave from dust, scratches,or other imperfections.A holographicrecording
mediumis generallyasolidvolumeof homogeneousmaterial,requiringfew manufacturing
constraintsto make,wheresemiconductormemoriesrequirefine line lithography. Since
inlbrmation is storedoptically, thesystemis a "free-space"system anddoesnot require
elementsof the systemto be in contactwith eachother to operate,leadingto greater
speedandreliability.

2.2 Two-PhotonStorage In addition to our holographic work, we are also

investigating 3-D memory storage which utilizes two-photon absorption[7-8]. Currently,

we are working with Call/Recall to develop a two-photon based optical memory. Such a

system is capable of data capacities up to 1012 bits/cm 3. This system takes advantage of

the parallel nature of optical recording, allowing for a page of digital data to be written (or

read) simultaneously. We have invested in this technology for the past 5 years and have

recently developed a demonstration WORM system. It is hoped to have a functional

read/write/erase system within the next few years. Currently, a great deal of work is

being done both in the system and material areas of this technology. The basic premise of

a two photon recording system is the simultaneous absorption of two photons whose

combined energy is equal to the energy difference between the initial and final states of

the recording material. This simultaneous absorption results in a change in the molecular

structure of the material. This structural change alters various properties of the material,

including index of refraction, the material's absorption spectrum and the material's

fluorescence spectrum. Therefore, by intersecting two optical beams, either spatially or

temporally, the material's optical properties can be altered locally and addressed

anywhere within a three-dimensional space. Digital data is written in this fashion, with

the ultimate limitation on storage capacity set by diffraction effects in the optical system.

Data readout is accomplished by probing the material with a single read beam to measure

a change in one of the material's optical properties.

The current system architecture uses picosecond pulses of the first and second harmonic

(Xl = 1064 nm, )_2 = 532 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser. A schematic of the optical system is

shown in Fig. 5. Image storage (recording) is shown in Fig. 5(a), while image retrieval

(readout) is shown in Fig. 5(b). Digital information is recorded in the two-photon

material as pages of digital data, the data planes separated in the axial direction.

(Currently, the material is fabricated in a cubic shape, but we are investigating other

geometries.) The input (data)ann of the system (X = 532 nm) is spatially modulated

with a SLM and imaged to the proper plane within the cube. A second, addressing beam

(2_ = t064 rim),
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Figure 5. The recording (a) and readout (b) systems used for a 2-photon memory. In

(a), recording occurs where the spatially modulated input beam and cylindrically focused

addressing beam overlap. The system is readout by measuring the excited fluorescence of

each recorded data plane as shown in (b).

propagating orthogonal to the input beam, is cylindrically focused throughout the cube.

A page of data is recorded when the input beam and addressing beam simultaneously

illuminate the image plane. The axial resolution is limited by the divergence of the

addressing beam, while the lateral resolution is determined by diffraction effects and/or

aberrations in the input arm. A more detailed discussion of data parallelism versus

density is given later in this section.

Readout is accomplished by measuring the fluorescence of the material. The input beam

is blocked and the 532 nm beam is cylindrically focused to read the proper data page. For

the unwritten material, the 532 nm beam is unabsorbed and passes through the system.

However, for the written form of the material, the readout beam is absorbed, exciting a

fluorescence at a longer wavelength. The readout plane is then imaged through a

wavelength selective filter onto a CCD. Thresholding of the individual pixels of the CCD

is performed to digitize the data.

A variety of recording materials have been proposed. The proper material must posses

several key characteristics in order to be considered. Some of these characteristics are:

photocromisim (the change of chemical structure after excitation by light), a fluorescence

in one of the two chemical states, stability of both states at room temperature, ability to
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readdata106timeswithoutlossof information,high quantumefficiencyof the readform
fluorescence,anda wideenoughwavelengthshift betweenthe readbeamand peakof the
fluorescencespectrumto preventcross-talk. In this paper, we will discussone of the
morepromisingcandidates,Spirobenzopyran(SP).

Spriobenzopyranmoleculesarecomposedof two distinct molecularcomponentslinked
by asp3 hybridizedcarbon. Upon excitation simultaneousabsorption of a 532 nm
photon anda 1064nm photon the chemicalstateof the materialis altered,asshown in
Figs.6(a)and6(b).The unwritten form, Fig. 6(a), is colorlessin appearanceand shows
strongabsorptionin theultraviolet 0_ < 400 nm) portion of the spectrum. However, the

written form, Fig. 6(b), is colored in appearance and shows strong absorption in the 550

nm region. The fluorescence spectra of SP, shown in Fig 6(c), is peaked around 600 nm.

Note that the this peak is sufficiently separated from the read wavelength to prevent

cross-talk during readout. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show two species of SP. To fabricate

solid, stable recording materials, the SP is dispersed in polymers such as PMMA. This

alters the absorption and fluorescence spectrums slightly, but does not effect the basic

system premise discussed in the previous paragraphs.

I

Unwritlen Form Written Form

t

(a) w_w_u_h, _

J

Fluoresence Spectrum

- t - t •!

(b) Wt_math. na

uorescence Intensity

J

(c)

\
\

\

Wavelength (nm)

Figure 6. The absorption and fluorescence spectrum for two different types of SP

compositions. In (a) the spectrum for the unwritten form is shown, while in (b) the

spectrum for the written form is shown. In (c) the fluorescence of the written form is

shown.
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Currently,aworking WORM systemhasbeenbuilt andis usedfor writing andreadoutof
pagesof digital data. The systemusesa lcm3cubeof SPfor a recordingmaterial. The
systemhasbeenusedto record 100planesof datawith a separationof 80 tambetween
planes. The input beamis spatially modulatedwith the use of chrome masks. The
mask'sresolutionis 100x 100tam2. Dynamicfocusingisperformedby movingthe cube.
Currently no dynamicaberrationcorrectionis performed.With a demagnificationin the
systemof 3.4,therecordedbitsare30x 30x 80 lxm3resultingin a density of 1 Mb/cm3.
Datareadoutis accomplishedwith theuseof a HeNelaser(_,= 543.5nm), anda 640 X
480 CCDarray.While the system's density is well belowour desiredgoalof 1 Tb/cm3,
thesystemallowsusto demonstrateandimproveon thecurrenttechnology.

Usingthis system initial Bit Error Rate (BER) characterizationwill be performed. In
orderto becompetitivewith existingmassstoragesystems,raw BERs on the order of
10-6 must be obtained. In addition, we have begunwork with the University of
Pittsburghon anoptoelectroniccachememorysystemwhich will act as cachememory
between the optical memory, and a uniprocessor or multiprocessor computing
environment.By cachingapageof dataduringa memoryread,the relativelyslow access
timeto theuserwill besignificantlylowered,sincetheaccesstime of thecachememoryis
ordersof magnitudefasterthanthetwo-photonmemory.

Thereareseveralobstaclesto overcomein this rapidly developingtechnology. The first
involves cube fabrication. Important characteristicsare surfacequality and material
homogeneity. Surfacequality is especially important, since defects in the material's
surfacewill resultin scatteringof thelight beamandopticalaberrationsof the transmitted
beam. Using injection moldingtechniques,it is hoped to producesurfaceswith RMS
roughnessof approximately0.25tam.Anothersignificantobstacleis the currentneedfor
high intensitybeamsfor datarecording.Theprobability of recordinga mark(i.e. causing
a local transitionof thematerialfrom theunwrittento written form) is proportionalto the
productof thetwo beamsintensities. Typically very high intensitiesareneededto alter
thematerial(intensitieson theorderof 1.6GW/cm2aretypical). In addition to designing
the materialsfor lower powers, we arecurrently investigatingmodifying the material's
energygapto allow writing atexisting laserdiodewavelengths.Finally, we arehopingto
designmaterialswhich can be used in a read/write/erasesystem. We are currently
exploring an exciting class of material which have shown repeated read/write/erase
cyclability.

A major concernwith the optical system is the ability to dynamically imagethrough
various layers of the material. As different planes are recordedin the cube, the
magnificationandamountof sphericalaberrationin the system changes.To dynamically
compensatefor this requiresvery expensivehighperformanceimagingoptics. Oneway
to overcomethisobstacleis to fabricatetherecordingmaterialin a three-dimensionaldisk
format. Using this 3D-CD approach,pagesof imagesare stored as "spokes" in the
rotatingdisk. The addressingbeamis againcylindrically focusedthroughthe side,while
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therecordedpageof datais imagedinto theproperplaneof the3D-CD. Sincethe disk is

constantly rotating, the conjugate planes remain in the same location and the magnification

remains constant. In addition, with the use of a properly designed compensator in the

input arm, spherical aberrations can be corrected.

A major design issue is the trade-off between data density and parallelism during the

recording operation. Due to the parallel nature in imaging spatially modulated beams,

whole arrays of data can be recorded at once. Assuming that a 1024 x 1024 SLM is used,

it is possible to simultaneously write up to 1 Mb of data. However, as larger data pages

are written, the longitudinal distance the addressing beam must remain collimated

increases. Unfortunately, since the addressing beam diverges as it propagates, parallel

recording results in the need for larger spacing between data planes, and thus, lower data

densities. An alternative approach would be to write data in a bit-by-bit fashion allowing

the density to be limited only by the Airy spot diameter of the two beams. While this

drastically increases the data density, it eliminates the parallel nature of data recording. In

Table I, three different data recording format are presented.

Data

Format

Pixel Size

Px x Py

_tm x _tm

Array Size

Nx x Ny

Addressing

Width

W = PxNx

_tm

Beam Dimensions

Length

L = PyNy

pm

Thickness MVD

_m (bits/cm 3)

Bit 1 x 1 1 x 1 1 1 1 ix1012

Vector 5 x 5 256 x 1 1280 5 2 20x109

5 x 5 1 x256 5 1280 33 1.2x109

Image 5 x 5 16 x 16 80 80 8.2 4.9x109

5 x 5 128 x 128 640 23640

102401024 x1024 10240 9310 x 10

1.7x109

0.1xl09

Table 1. The Maximum Volumetric Density (MVD) is shown for various data recording

formats.

In the bit format bits are recorded serially. In the vector scheme, a vector (a column or

row) of data is recorded in parallel, while with the image scheme two-dimensional data

arrays are recorded at once. Computations are performed assuming Gaussian beam

propagation of the addressing beam. The beam width and length are derived from the size

of the imaged data array within the cube, while the thickness corresponds to the minimum

plane-to-plane spacing of data pages which can be used. Finally, the maximum volumetric

density (MVD) correspond to the maximum data density which can be stored within the

cube. Note, that going from a bit-by-bit recording format to one in which 1024 x 1024

data arrays are stored in parallel increases the parallelism by 106 bits/recording step, but
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resultsin a density reductionof 10 4 bits/cm 3. It is important to point out that these

calculations neglect aberrations in the input path's imaging system which becomes worse

when larger arrays, resulting in larger field angles, are recorded.

2.3 Other Techniques In addition to our work with holographic and two-photon

memory, we also have ongoing programs in other multi-dimensional optical storage

systems. These approaches are all developmentally in a much earlier stage, but each

offers significant advantages in terms of capacity, throughput or material fabricatiort

Persistent Spectral Holeburning (PSHB) takes a step ahead of one-bit-per-spot memories,

allowing multiple bits to be written, erased and rewritten in a single location and offering

the potential of storing up to 1015 bits/cm 3. The two techniques currently being explored

are frequency-domain and time-domain PSHB.

Frequency-domain Holeburning involves burning "holes" in a material's absorption band

[9]. The ideal material has many narrow, individual absorption lines that blend together

into a broad absorption band. When writing information, a frequency-tunable laser would

focus on a single spot, and scan down in wavelength while sending a stream of bits. At

peak laser output (one pulse at a certain frequency), an absorbing center would make the

transition from one stable state to another, so when the same spot is spectrally scanned

there would be "holes" at certain frequencies which would indicate the presence of stored

bits; this is one-wavelength (non-gated) holeburning. However, since non-gated

holeburning tends to be volatile, a second, fixed wavelength is used (gated holeburning) to

make the change permanent but still erasable.

Time-domain (also known as photon echo) holeburning also utilizes spectral holes for

memory storage, but relies on coherent optical transient phenomena to store data[10].

Two temporally modulated beams are set to spectrally interfere, and that interference

pattern is stored in the form of spectral holes. This concept is spectrally analogous to

holograms, which are spatially constructed from the interference between the reference

and modulated (object) beam. When a reference beam illuminates the spot for reading, the

material emits a delayed coherent output signal that resembles the temporal waveform of

the original data pulse.

There are a number of technical challenges to overcome before PSHB becomes viable for

storage, however. One issue revolves around how to gate the material; current techniques

inflexible or irreversible. Another problem is temperature; typically, practical operating

temperatures have not exceeded 10 degrees Kelvin, making it difficult and costly to write

and maintain data. One particular Rome Lab effort is an exception, achieving room

temperature holeburning with a novel material, but even this requires considerable

development before an acceptable storage density has been attained. These obstacles

have slowed PSHB advancement, and have yet to be resolved before any practical

applications can be produced.
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Biological molecules would certainly be Darwin's media of choice for three dimensional

recording. Serendipitous natural selection has given researchers a promising material in

the protein bacteriorhodopsin (bR). This material is the light transducing protein found

in the bacterium Halobacterium halobium. This light harvesting protein is found in the

purple membrane of the bacterium. This membrane is essential, protecting from the harsh

environment of salt marshes where the salt concentration is six times that of ordinary sea

water. Bacteriorhodopsin provides the //. Halobacterium the ability to convert light

energy to a metabolically useful form when conditions do not allow for aerobic

respiration. This flexibility allows the bacterium to switch from photosynthesis to

aerobic respiration depending on the environmental conditions. The conditions of the

marsh dictate that the protein be resistant to thermal and photochemical damage. These

qualities combined with its natural cyclicity (exceeding 106) of the protein make it an ideal

media for optical recording[11 ].

The photocycle ofbR is shown in Fig. 7. The main photocycle consists of the left-hand

side of the figure[12]. In the course of studying this material, a branching reaction was

identified. This is identified by the P and Q states. The resting state of the molecule, the

bR state, can be elevated to the K state by the primary photochemical event. The other

transitions are caused by thermal reactions and result once again in the resting state, bR.

The entire photocycle takes about 6-10 milliseconds depending on the temperature. The

interesting reaction which creates this branched photocycle happens when the last

2 Hs ]

\ 100 gs I

hV

hv

Figure 7. The photocycle of bR.
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intermediatestate,O, is convertedby light to P which subsequently decays to Q. P and

Q are the only states involved in the branched reaction and it exists as its own entity to

the original photocycle. The Q state is the one used for recording data and is created by a

sequential one-photon process. This implies that the timing of the reaction must be

precisely controlled. The material must be illuminated a second time while the molecules

are in the O state about 2 ms after the initial writing pulse. The room temperature

lifetime of the written state is roughly five years.

The architecture shown in Fig. 8 is used to record on this media. This setup is similar to

the architecture of the two-photon approach discussed earlier, with the main difference

being that data beam and the addressing beam not only must intersect at a given data plane

in the material, but they must follow a timed sequence with the paging pulse activating

the media followed by the data pulse 2 ms later changing the O state to the P state, as

shown in Fig. 9. The entire memory can be bulk thermally erased, or selective page

erasure is possible by illuminating with blue light (X = 413 nm). This wavelength will

convert both the P and Q states back to bR. Alternately, the entire memory can be bulk

erased with incoherent light in the 360 - 450 nm range. Some investigators have

suggested, however a WORM system as the amount of bacteriorhodopsin required for a

memory capable of storing many hundreds of megabytes is on the order of milligrams and

mass quantities of
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the branched-photocycle volumetric memory prototype

base on bR.

this material can be made through fermentation processes. Ultimately, this may provide

extremely cheap memory media. Individual bulk erasers could be provided for those

wishing to re-use the media.

Volumetric 3-D optical recording is a relatively new process in the data storage world, but

not nearly as new as multi-wavelength DNA storage - based on the use of enhanced
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Figure 9. A schematic diagram of the parallel write and read timing sequences, with time

progressing from top to bottom.

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) polymers as the three dimensional structure in prototype

optical volumetric memories[13]. DNA polymers provide a robust and programmable

synthetic material that can be organized into a wide variety of pre-determined structures.

Because of the precise geometric and distance requirements of F6rster energy transfer -

which allows for the use of a single wavelength excitation wavelength and multiple
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wavelengthemissionsduringthe read process- energy is transferred at the molecular level,

with almost 100% quantum efficiency, similar to photosynthesis in plants. Organized

DNA chromophore structures, both natural and synthetic, produce relatively intense sub-

micron fluorescent light sources. The intensity levels in the synthetic structures are

within the range of commercially available detectors. The development of a customized

optoelectronic read/write system is presently a primary research objective to make a

practical DNA optical memory.

Working with Nanotronics, Inc, DNA polymers have been successfully attached to glass,

aluminum, and silicon, to determine compatibility for use in a practical solid architecture

in future systems. DNA chromophores exhibited energy transfer properties when

attached in the solid state comparable to their solution state, and they exhibited quenching

properties in the solid state dramatically superior to properties in a solution state.

Experiments demonstrated the potential for multiwavelength optical storage material

using DNA polymers - the early efforts demonstrated a 6 color response, and using this

property, ongoing efforts show optical data storage using this organic material will allow

very high data density - on the order of 100 bits/micron (100 times the storage of present

storage densities). A conceptual DNA storage device is shown in Figure 10. As more

devices shrink in size, synthetic DNA will be a major player in future technologies which

require nanotechnology.

L

Figure 10. Visualization of a recorded spot in DNA material.

3.0 Summary and Conclusions

In summary, the technologies described here

requirements, primary, secondary, and tertiary.

have potential in all three memory

Three-dimensional optical memory
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development can be applied to the secondary and tertiary memory requirements offering

large data capacities, medium access time, and archivability. The 3-D optical memory

concepts with terabit capacities, gigabit throughput rates, and 10-nanosecond access times

are potential solutions to the primary and secondary memory requirements.

With our two-photon and holographic work we have developed working demonstration

systems, and anticipate operational systems within the next few years. Unfortunately,

the prospects of a future system are still somewhat limited by key system components

such as SLM's, fast (non-mechanical) beam deflectors, two-dimensional error correction

and detection encoders/decoders and dynamic focusing/aberration control. However,

these systems ultimately offer the advantage of extremely high data densities, and

reasonable data I/O rates due to the parallel nature of data recording/readout. We are also

pursuing some more elaborate techniques and materials such as spectral hole burning and

DNA recording systems and bacteriorhodopsin as a recording medium. These techniques

represent technologies which may be further from maturation, but represent significant

progress in mass data storage technology.
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